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This title is a part of our CasebookPlusâ„¢ offering as ISBN 9781634595193. Learn more at

CasebookPlus.com.The Eighteenth Edition provides comprehensive coverage of all areas of

constitutional law, including judicial review, separation of powers, federalism, due process, equal

protection, free speech, and religious liberty. It emphasizes the current state of constitutional law

and aims to enable students who use it to practice constitutional law as lawyers. It also seeks to

illuminate the historical, theoretical, and philosophical background that bears on constitutional law

and informs its practice. The 18th edition thoroughly revises, updates and streamlines this classic

casebook, emphasizing contemporary problems in areas from the health care decision to the war on

terror. Highlights of the 18th edition include updates on the commerce clause, taxing, and spending

in the light of the Obamacare decision and the changing profile of free speech regulation in the age

of the material support of terrorism statute.
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This is the worst case book so far in my law school experience. My Class is using 17th edition. This

book makes no sense. This book has made simple concepts so difficult to understand. I have no

clue why any professor will pick this awful book. It is a completely waste of money. Even my

professor himself seems lost in this book. No road map, no clarification, no sense what so

ever.There are better case books available in the market. I just reviewed Chemerinsky book. I was

so impressed by that book. Easy read, concepts makes sense, a solid road map and topics



connects to each other. If your professor is using Sullivan and Gunther, Constitutional Law, then I

feel for you....

This book is a literary page turner. I couldnt put it down, filled with such gripping shorts as Madison

v Marberry , and Ex parte Quirin. The plot is a complex examination of the ideals of our society

through the eyes of the protagonist "U.S. Constitution", and featuring cameos by famed justices

Scalia and Marshall. My only criticism of this literarly classic is the cliffhanger ending at the year

2015, I am eagerly awaiting the sequel/new edition.And at the end of the day even if you hate it the

books weight makes it great for doing curls, and its girth makes it my go to booster seat

This the only con law casebook I've read, so maybe this casebook is great in comparison to others;

I wouldn't know. That being said, this casebook is very poorly written and difficult to read, and the

worst casebook I've encountered in law school so far. It definitely makes the task of unpacking the

reasoning of old constitutional law opinions even more burdensome.If you are forced to read this

casebook, you can look forward to paying over $150 for the privilege of spending hours upon hours

breaking your brain trying to understand the point of sentences such as this (found on pp.

109-110):"Even if Congress otherwise might regulate a matter of interstate commerce, should a

concern for state sovereignty and autonomy give rise to judicially enforceable affirmative defenses

for the states against regulation that would invade their "traditional" or "integral" sovereign functions,

"commandeer" their legislative process, or abrogate their sovereign immunity against monetary

damages?"I think anyone would agree this sentence is perfectly understandable the very first time

you read it, even if you had never taken a class in con law before. Further, I definitely did not spend

11 minutes attempting to decipher this sentence. /sHere's my rewrite: Should a state be allowed to

challenge an otherwise lawful federal regulation on interstate commerce if that regulation would: 1)

invade the state's "traditional" or "integral" sovereign functions; 2) "commandeer" their legislative

process; or 3) expose the state to liability for monetary damages?If you have the option of choosing

another text, or at least buying this book secondhand, please do. Don't give the author or publisher

of this book your hard-borrowed money!

I kind of hate that my teacher has to assign extra reading because many of the note cases are

much more important than the editing of this book lets on. I really like the wide margins, though. I

hate the paper. It would be really good for highlighting if I used highlighters but it seems pretty

resistant to pencil lead. Also, if you used highlighters you would probably ink the next several pages.



I already hate that so I use colored pencils as highlighters. In this book, colored pencils are super

permanent because if you erase you either tear the page or wipe off the words.

This textbook provides an accessible, chronological approach to learning the major themes of

Constitutional Law. In particular, the authors do a nice job of choosing final capstone cases in each

section to illustrate the different analytical approaches that arose in previous cases. For added

clarity, I do recommend purchasing Chemerinsky's Constitutional Law treatise; a supplement that

tracks this textbook fairly well.

I actually ordered the wrong book. I should have been ordering the 2014 edition however, this one

has worked fine so far. The pages are simply off by a hair. The book was in the condition that it was

guaranteed. The shipping was fast. No problems at all.

As for the product itself, I think this book is weak. It asks many more "hypothetical" questions that it

answers. It does not really even give a formula for those answers. The case selection is great, but

the content and explanation of the law is very unclear.So why give it 5 stars? Because the seller

delivered it as expected and on time. While I do not like the book, most people who are buying it are

not in a position to choose which ConLaw book to purchase. Likely, the professor has simply

assigned this one. If a professor is reading this post debating on which book to use, I want it to be

known that as a student, this book is incredibly unclear. Books like this make me appreciate law

school curves because I know I am not much more confused than the rest of my classmates.But,

the book came on time, as expected and in perfect condition without any issue.
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